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Competitive binding between counterions around DNA molecule is characterized using the
preferential interaction coefficient of individual ion in single and mixed electrolyte solutions. The
canonical Monte Carlo �MC� simulation, nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann �PB� equation, and density
functional theory �DFT� proposed in our previous work �Wang, Yu, Gao, and Luo, J. Chem. Phys.
123, 234904 �2005�� are utilized to calculate the preferential interaction coefficients. The MC
simulations and theoretical results show that for single electrolyte around DNA, the preferential
interaction coefficient of electrolyte decreases as the cation size is increased, indicating that the
larger cation has less accumulation ability in the vicinity of DNA. For the mixed electrolyte
solution, it is found that cation diameter has a significant effect on the competitive ability while
anion diameter has a negligible effect. It proves that the preferential interaction coefficients of all
ions decrease as the total ionic concentration is increased. The DFT generally has better
performance than the PB equation does when compared to the MC simulation data. The DFT
behaves quite well for the real ionic solutions such as the KCl–NaCl–H2O, NaCl–CaCl2–H2O,
and CaCl2–MgCl2–H2O systems. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2713105�

I. INTRODUCTION

Investigation on ionic atmosphere of DNA and RNA in
an electrolyte solution is highly motivated recently for the
biological importance and typical polyelectrolyte features of
nucleic acid. Thus a wide range of theoretical and experi-
mental techniques have been utilized in this field. Since the
Manning parameter �, defined as the ratio of the Bjerrum
length to the axial charge spacing of DNA, is larger than
unity, the electrolyte solution is electrostatically unstable.1,2

To lower the energy of solution, counterions accumulate
around DNA molecule and form electric double layer �EDL�.
Many experiments have proven that the conformation transi-
tion of DNA is strongly dependent on the electrolyte
environment.3,4 Theoretical studies also argue that the stabil-
ity of aqueous DNA solution is governed by a balance be-
tween electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interaction �hard-
core repulsion, etc.�.

To quantify the contribution of ions to the stability of a
polyelectrolyte in aqueous solution, it is fruitful to introduce
the polyion-ion preferential interaction coefficient �,5–7

which is defined as

� = lim
mu→0

�m − m�

mu
� , �1�

where m� is the molar concentration of the electrolyte in the
compartment where polyelectrolyte is absent, m is the molar
concentration of the salt in the compartment that contains the

polyelectrolyte, and mu is the concentration of the polyion in
units of molarity. The preferential interaction coefficient is
an important thermodynamic property for it characterizes not
only the exclusion of coions and accumulations of counteri-
ons around a polyion but also the nonideality of the solution
due to the interactions between a polyelectrolyte and an elec-
trolyte solution. It should be noted that the preferential inter-
action coefficient is measurable by experimental methods
though the experimental data are only a few.

The dialysis equilibrium method8 is a classical method to
obtain the preferential interaction coefficient. The nuclear
magnetic resonance have also been used to reveal thermody-
namic properties of DNA electrolyte solution and the com-
petitive binding of different species of cations.9 Although
new techniques such as x-ray diffraction10 and small-angle
neutron scattering11 make it possible to observe the micro-
scopic structure of EDL around DNA, it still has some prob-
lems in interpreting the results of such experiments. The
more simulation and theoretical investigation are required for
understanding EDL from a microscopic point of view.

To model the EDL around DNA, various levels of physi-
cal model have been applied including charged cylinder
model,12–14 helical polyion model,15,16 groove model17 and
all-atom model18 of DNA, and primitive and nonprimitive
models of electrolyte solution. Although the complicated
models give some accurate descriptions of the structure of
DNA,19 the simple charged cylinder model combined with
the primitive model of electrolyte solution involves both
electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interactions and thus catch
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the basic characteristic properties of the EDL around DNA.
Therefore we adopt this kind of model in this work.

In the past two decades, many simulation studies includ-
ing canonical Monte Carlo �CMC� simulation,13,14,17,18,20

grand canonical Monte Carlo �GCMC� simulation,12,15,16 and
molecular dynamics �MD� simulation21 have been carried
out. Although there are some molecular simulations with
high accuracy, they are somewhat time consuming and are
unsuitable to some conditions, such as very dilute electrolyte
solution or the situation where solvent should be considered.
While theoretical methods give an inexpensive and time-
saving alternative in this field, the well-known Manning’s1,22

theory provides a convenient predictive framework of ion
distributions based on the counterion condensation phenom-
enon. In spite of its oversimplification of physical models, it
has a good consistency with some experimental results4 and
has recently been extended to elaborate a model of DNA.23

Another classical theory known as Poisson-Boltzmann �PB�
equation24 has been applied to more complicated physical
models such as all-atom model of DNA,25 etc. As the classi-
cal PB theory neglects the excluded volume effect of small
ions, it is not adequate for high bulk concentration or involv-
ing multivalent cation.26 Whereas, many recent investiga-
tions modified the PB equation by including the effect of
finite size of small ions.27 Integral equation theory �IET� is
another rigorous statistical mechanical theory for inhomoge-
neous fluid. Incorporating the effect of finite size of ions, IET
has better performance in the electrolyte solution of high
bulk concentration or multivalent cation presented than the
PB theory does.28 Unlike all the theories mentioned above,
the density functional theory �DFT� is established based on
the thermodynamic principle that the grand canonical poten-
tial has a minimum value when the system reaches its
equilibrium.29 Recently, a modified fundamental measure
theory �MFMT� proposed by Yu et al.28,30 in the framework
of Rosenfeld’s fundamental measure theory31 �FMT� gives a
very accurate evaluation of hard-sphere contribution. It
makes DFT a promising theory in field of inhomogeneous
fluid. The evaluation of electrical interaction is another dif-
ficulty in DFT, which is usually implemented by a quadratic
Taylor expansion with respect to a uniform bulk fluid.28,32,33

Gillespie et al.34 developed a reference functional density,
where the reference fluid is not the corresponding bulk solu-
tion but an inhomogeneous fluid.35

The preferential interaction coefficient is originally de-
signed for the solution containing only one species of poly-
electrolyte and one pair of cation and anion.5 Recently, Ni et
al.6 extended this original definition to mixed cation system
and use the PB equation and MC simulation to calculate the
designated preferential interaction coefficients for the sys-
tems containing both divalent and monovalent cations. A
similar work has been done by Patra and Yethiraj36 for the
equal ionic size system. Different from the work of Ni et al.6

and Patra and Yethiraj32,36 which are limited to the electro-
lyte solution with ions of equal diameters, we use the pref-
erential interaction coefficient to quantify the competitive
binding between the cations with different valence and size.
In the present work, the DFT, PB equation, and MC simula-
tions are utilized to obtain the preferential interaction coeffi-

cients of each ion in the mixed-size electrolyte solution. The
version adopted in the present DFT study is the one devel-
oped in our previous work. The hard-sphere contribution to
total excess free energy functional is evaluated using the
MFMT and the electrical interaction term is obtained using a
quadratic Taylor expansion with respect to a uniform fluid.
The established DFT is adequate to investigate the DNA
aqueous solution containing mixed-size ions. Then a nonlin-
ear PB calculation and canonical MC simulations with self-
consistent Coulombic correction are implemented under the
same physical model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. In Sec. II
we describe the molecular models of interested systems and
details of MC simulation and DFT. Numerical results are
given in Sec. III. Some conclusions are summarized in
Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND THEORY

A. Molecular model

According to the definition of preferential interaction co-
efficient, all of our studies focus on the infinitely dilute DNA
solution. The systems containing an isolated DNA molecule
with one species of anion and one or two species of cation
are considered in this paper. The DNA molecule is modeled
as an infinitely long, impenetrable, and uniformly charged
cylinder. Corresponding to B-form DNA, the radius of the
hard cylindrical core of the DNA is R=0.8 nm, and the
charge spacing is b=0.17 nm. Ions surrounding DNA are
modeled as charged hard spheres with various diameters ��.
The solvent water is modeled as a continuous structureless
media with invariant dielectric constant �=78.4 at any posi-
tion, corresponding to that of the pure water at T=298 K. All
the radii and diameters involved in this paper indicate hy-
drated ones. The temperature of solution is T=298 K. Above
models are the same as those in our previous work.37

B. Density functional theory

In grand canonical ensemble, the system reaches equilib-
rium when the grand canonical potential � is at its minimum

value �̃. By virtue of variational principle, the equilibrium
distribution of ion i, ��̃i�, is obtained from Euler equation,

	�����i��
��i�r�

	
�̃

= 0, ����i���̃ = �̃ . �2�

The grand potential functional � for the system de-
scribed in this paper can be expressed as a functional of ion
density profiles through the Legendre transform,

����i�� = F���i�� + 

i=1

N � dr�Vi
ext�r� − 	i��i�r� , �3�

where Vi
ext�r� is the external field due to the DNA molecule,

N is the total number of ionic species, 	i is the chemical
potential of ion i, and F���i�� represents the Helmholtz en-
ergy functional.
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The Helmholtz energy functional should be expressed in
a proper form. In general, it can be decomposed into four
parts according to different types of interactions,

F���i�� = Fid���i�� + FC
ex���i�� + Fhs

ex���i�� + Fel
ex���i�� , �4�

where the first term on the right of Eq. �4� is the ideal-gas
contribution, which can be accurately obtained from classical
statistical mechanics. The second term is the direct Coulomb
contribution calculated by summing the electrostatic poten-
tial over the space. The third term denotes the hard-sphere
contribution, which is calculated via the MFMT.30,37 The last
term of Eq. �4� is the electrostatic interaction, obtained
through a second-order functional Taylor expansion of the
residual Helmholtz free energy around a uniform fluid.30,37

The expressions of direct correlation functions required by
Taylor expansion method is usually obtained from mean
spherical approximation.37,38 Finally, electroneutrality condi-
tion should be imposed on Eqs. �2�–�4� to maintain the elec-
troneutrality of the solutions.37

If the hard-sphere contribution is not involved in DFT,
namely, the terms of Fhs

ex���i�� and Fel
ex���i�� are not included

in Eq. �4�, the DFT theory reduces to the classical nonlinear
PB equation.

C. Canonical Monte Carlo simulation

We also use MC simulation method similar to our pre-
vious work.37 Without any assumption and simplification, the
MC method strictly follows the above physical models. The
CMC simulations are carried out using a cylindrical simula-
tion box with its axis coinciding with the axis of DNA mol-
ecule. A hard-wall outer boundary and a periodical boundary
are imposed on the radial direction and axial direction of
simulation box, respectively. The long-range energy of Cou-
lomb is corrected by self-consistent method.13

The simulation starts by randomly placing the mobile
ions within the simulation box but avoiding overlap. The
external potential is obtained from the ion distributions of
central cell according to self-consistent algorithm13,39 and re-
newed for appropriate interval. After approximately 7.0

107 pre-equilibrium MC steps, the equilibrium of the sys-
tem is achieved. Then five consecutive blocks, each has 5.0

107 steps, are performed to obtain the preferential interac-
tion coefficients and their uncertainties.14 Because of the
huge number of MC steps used here, the relative uncertain-
ties of results are very small ��0.1% � that are even unable
to be plotted in the figures. Since bulk concentrations of ions
cannot be obtained from the CMC simulation directly, a large
enough simulation box gets the bulk concentrations in the
middle position between DNA surface and the outer bound-
ary of the simulation box in radial direction. To obtain the
desired bulk ionic concentrations, trial-and-error method is
used in pre-equilibrium process by changing the ion numbers
and moving outer boundary successively. The difference be-
tween bulk ionic concentrations from simulation and the de-
sired concentrations has proved to be negligible �relative er-
ror �0.5%�.37

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned in Sec. I, the preferential interaction coef-
ficient can be used as a measurement of the accumulation of
counterions and the repulsion of coions, as well as a mea-
surement of nonideality of polyelectrolyte solution. We now
concern polyelectrolyte solutions with more than one species
of cations. As is verified in the following of this paper, the
preferential interaction coefficient can be used as a criterion
to quantify the ability of competitive binding between coun-
terion species, especially for cation species with the same
valence. When using theoretical methods, the preferential
interaction coefficient for each species i is calculated by nu-
merical integration of ion distributions,33

�i = 2�b�
0



drr��i�r� − �i
b� , �5�

where, subscript i indicates that the variable is for ion species
i and the superscript b means that the variable is for the bulk,
r is the radial distance between the ion center and the DNA
axis. For MC simulation, the ion distributions are unneces-
sary. The preferential interaction coefficient is obtained from
configurations after equilibration,

�i = �Ni�Rc
− �Ni

bulk�Rc
, �6�

where the � � means average over configurations; subscript Rc

means statistics are carried out within Rc, which should be
set large enough to get bulk concentration at r=Rc; Ni de-
notes total ion number within r=Rc; and Ni

bulk denotes the
number of ions i located within Rc with bulk concentration.
In the present study, the Picard iteration method is used in
DFT calculation and the ratio of time consumed by MC
simulation and DFT computation is about 10:1. The compu-
tational time of DFT can be reduced greatly if an optimized
algorithm is employed.

A. Effect of cation sizes on the competitive ability

Figure 1 shows the cation size influence on preferential
interaction coefficient predicted by the MC simulation, DFT,
and PB equation for the systems containing model DNA mol-
ecule and a single 1:1 electrolyte. The bulk concentration of
the counterion and coion is fixed at 0.3 mol/ l, while diam-
eter of cation varies from 0.1 to 0.6 nm. It is found that the
preferential interaction coefficient of salt declines as cation
size is increased. It indicates that the larger cation has less
accumulation ability in the vicinity of DNA. This phenom-
enon mainly attributes to the volume exclusion of ions and
DNA, namely, the same volume around DNA intends to ac-
commodate fewer ions when cation becomes larger. The
curves predicted by DFT are more accurate than those from
the PB equation with respect to MC results. Without any
mechanism to include volume exclusion effect, the only pa-
rameter which considers the ion size in the PB equation is
the minimal separation between ionic center and DNA sur-
face, i.e., �� /2. Figure 2 displays the cation size influence on
preferential interaction coefficient of a single 2:1 electrolyte
around DNA. The bulk concentration of the electrolyte is
fixed at 0.2 mol/ l. The same conclusions can be drawn from
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this figure. Although the results of DFT for the single 2:1
electrolyte solution are not so good as those for the single 1:1
electrolyte, we can see that the results from the DFT become
more accurate as the cation size is increased. It should be
noticed that in the case of small cation the DFT results are
close to those of the PB results, while in the case of larger

cation the DFT results are more close to MC results. This is
because when cation is small the long-range Coulombic in-
teractions between the ion-ion and ion-polyion are dominant,
and otherwise the excluded volume effect is dominant.
Therefore, it can be concluded from Figs. 1 and 2 that for
single electrolyte �both 1:1 and 2:1� solutions, the preferen-
tial interaction coefficients for both cation and anion are de-
creased as the cation diameter is increased. However, the
effect of anion size on the preferential interaction coefficient
is only marginal.

Figures 3 and 4 depict the dependence of preferential
interaction coefficient on diameter of cation 1 �M+ or M2+�
for the MX–NX–H2O and MX2–NX2–H2O systems, respec-
tively. Figure 3 indicates the case that two monovalent cat-
ions competitively accumulate around the DNA, and Fig. 4 is
that for divalent cations. In both Figs. 3 and 4 the two com-
petitive cations have the same diameters. The diameters of
cation 2 �N+ or N2+� and anion as well as total cation bulk
concentration are fixed, while diameter of cation 1 �M+ or
M2+� varies from 0.1 to 0.6 nm. All the three methods pre-
dict most linear variation of preferential interaction coeffi-
cients with the increase of cation 1 diameter. Figures 3�a�
and 4�a� show that as the size of one cation is increased the
preferential interaction of anion only slightly declines. This
is because of the excluded volume effect as discussed in the
above paragraph. According to the definition of preferential
interaction coefficient,6 we obtain 
izi�i=1 therefore the
total preferential interaction coefficient of cations equals
�1−�a� /zc, where �a denotes the preferential interaction co-
efficient of anion and zc denotes the valence of cations. Com-
pared with those of anion, the preferential interaction coeffi-
cient of individual cation species varies more intensively

FIG. 1. Preferential interaction coefficient of �a� cation and �b� anion as a
function of cation size for 1:1 electrolyte around DNA. The bulk concentra-
tion of electrolyte is fixed at 0.3 mol/ l and the anion diameter is fixed at
0.4 nm. The points, dashed, and solid lines represent the results from the
MC simulation, PB equation, and DFT, respectively.

FIG. 2. Preferential interaction coefficient of �a� cation and �b� anion as a
function of cation size for 2:1 �MX2� electrolyte around DNA. The bulk
concentration of electrolyte is fixed at 0.2 mol/ l and the anion diameter is
fixed at 0.4 nm. The meanings of the symbols and curves are the same as in
Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of cation diameter for the MX–NX–H2O system. The diameters
of both cation N+ and anion X− are fixed at 0.4 nm, and the bulk concentra-
tions of both cation M+ and N+ are 0.150 mol/ l. The symbols, dashed, and
solid lines represent the MC, PB, and DFT results, respectively.
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than those of the total ones. It proves the existence of the
competition between two cations. As the diameter of cation 1
becomes small, its competitive ability improves. Then cation
1 accumulates more around DNA and pushes more ion of
cation 2 away from the surface of DNA. From Figs. 3�b� and
4�b�, it is found that the preferential interaction coefficients
of anion and total cations predicted from the DFT are better
than that from the PB equation when compared to the MC
results. However, for the preferential interaction coefficient
of each cation the DFT is not always better than the PB
equation. The DFT gives better prediction for the larger cat-
ion, showing that the accuracy of the DFT depends on the
proportion of hard-sphere contribution to Helmholtz free en-
ergy. If one cation is relatively larger than another, the hard-
sphere contribution to Helmholtz free energy is greater than
that of the smaller one, and thus the DFT gives excellent
prediction of this cation. The influence of anion diameter on
the preferential interaction coefficient is predicted from the
PB equation and DFT, and the results are plotted in Fig. 5.
As displayed in this figure, anion diameter has negligible
effect on both anion and cation preferential interaction coef-
ficient due to the extremely low density of anion in the vi-
cinity of DNA.

B. Effect of bulk concentration on competitive ability

Figure 6 reveals the dependence of preferential interac-
tion coefficient on the bulk concentration ratio between two
monovalent cations for the MX–NX–H2O system. Figure
6�a� shows that the competition between two cations with the
same valence is not only affected by the ion size but also
controlled by the ratio of bulk concentration. The preferential

interaction coefficient of cation M+ increases as the bulk
concentration ratio CM

b /CN
b is increased, where CM

b and CN
b

represent the bulk molar concentrations of M+ and N+, re-
spectively. The preferential interaction coefficient of anion

FIG. 4. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of cation diameter for the MX2–NX2–H2O system. The diameters
of both cation N2+ and anion X− are fixed at 0.4 nm, and the bulk concen-
trations of both cation M2+ and N2+ are 0.050 mol/ l. The meanings of the
symbols and lines are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of anion diameter for the MX2–NX2–H2O system. The diameters
of cation N2+ and cation M2+ are fixed at 0.6 and 0.4 nm, respectively. The
bulk concentrations of cation N2+ and cation M2+ are both 0.050 mol/ l. The
meanings of the symbols and lines are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of the bulk concentration ratio between two cations for the
MX–NX–H2O system. The diameters of cation M+, cation N+, and anion X−

are 0.6, 0.4, and 0.4 nm, respectively, and the total concentration of cations
is fixed at 0.3 mol/ l. The meanings of the symbols and lines are the same as
in Fig. 3.
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has a slight decline as the concentration ratio CM
b /CN

b is in-
creased, due to the volume exclusion effect. These conclu-
sions are also true for the divalent cation as shown in Fig. 7.
For the monovalent cation system, both the DFT and PB
equation make an excellent prediction for preferential inter-
action coefficients of cations, while the DFT predicts better
results for anion than that of the PB equation. From Fig. 7
one can see that for the divalent cation system the DFT is
also superior to the PB equation, except the prediction for
smaller cation. The systems of KCl–NaCl–H2O and
CaCl2–MgCl2–H2O are also investigated and the results are
plotted in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. A natural consequence
of the dielectric continuum approximation is the introduction
of “effective” radii of small ions. The effective diameters of
Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and Cl− used in this work are taken
from Korolev et al.16 because they reproduce good experi-
mental data for the bulk electrolyte solutions. The preferen-
tial interaction coefficients predicted by DFT using real ion
diameters are in good consistency with MC result for either
cation species or anion in both situations of monovalent and
divalent cations. The reason why DFT gives good predictions
for all divalent cation is that the real divalent cation, even the
smallest one, has enough large size to obtain good accuracy.
In other words, the DFT is adequate to predict the ion com-
petition for real electrolyte around DNA.

There exists a crossover point of the curves for the pref-
erential interaction coefficients of the two cations in Figs.
6–9. At these points the accumulations of the two cations in
the vicinity of DNA are equal. The equivalency is based on
the balance of the effect of ion size and bulk concentration.
In Figs. 6�a�, 7�a�, 8�a�, and 9�a�, the bulk concentration ratio
between two cations at crossover points takes account of the

influence of both bulk concentration ratio and ion size and
may be used to characterize the relative competitive ability
of the two competitive counterions.

The influence of equivalent fraction of monovalent cat-

FIG. 7. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of the bulk concentration ratio between two divalent cations for
the MX2–NX2–H2O system. The diameters of cation M2+, N2+, and anion
X− are 0.6, 0.4, and 0.4 nm, respectively, and the total concentration of
cations is fixed at 0.2 mol/ l. The meanings of the symbols and lines are the
same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 8. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of the bulk concentration ratio between two cations for the
KCl–NaCl–H2O system. The diameters of K+, Na+, and Cl− are 0.324,
0.376, and 0.4 nm, respectively, and the total concentration of cations is
fixed at 0.2 mol/ l. The meanings of the symbols and lines are the same as in
Fig. 3.

FIG. 9. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of the bulk concentration ratio of two divalent cations for the
MgCl2–CaCl2–H2O system. The diameters of Ca2+, Mg2+, and Cl− are 0.52,
0.6, and 0.4 nm, respectively, and the total concentration of cations is fixed
at 0.2 mol/ l. The meanings of the symbols and lines are the same as in
Fig. 3.
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ion N̄1 on the equivalent preferential interaction coefficients
for the NaCl–CaCl2–H2O system is shown in Fig. 10. The
equivalent fraction of monovalent cation is expressed by

N̄1 =
�z1��1

b

�z2��2
b + �z1��1

b

where �1
b denotes the bulk concentration of monovalent cat-

ion, and �i
b and zi �i=1,2� denote the bulk concentration and

valency of the cation i. Here, we use equivalent preferential
interaction coefficients �i

E, expressed as �zi��i, to compare
the preferential interaction coefficients between the cations
with different valencies. The multivalent cation can be re-
garded as binding a few monovalent cations together. How-
ever, the volume of it is about 2.6 times as large as that of
Na+, while competitive ability of Ca2+ proves to be much
stronger than that of Na+ in Fig. 10. It indicates that the
effect of valency on competitive ability is much greater than
that of volume.

Figures 11 and 12 depict the dependence of preferential
interaction coefficient on the total bulk concentration for the
KCl–NaCl–H2O and CaCl2–MgCl2–H2O systems, respec-
tively. In both figures, the bulk concentrations of the two
cations are the same. The preferential interaction coefficients
of both two competitive counterions decrease as the total
bulk concentration of cations is increased. The DFT gener-
ally gives better results than the PB equation does, especially
for the larger cations. The PB equation always underesti-
mates the preferential interactions coefficients of all ions for
both KCl–NaCl–H2O and CaCl2–MgCl2–H2O systems.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Competitive binding of two cations with the same va-
lence to DNA molecule in aqueous solution is investigated
using the Monte Carlo �MC� simulation, density functional
theory �DFT�, and Poisson-Boltzmann �PB� equation. In the

FIG. 11. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of the anion concentration for the KCl–NaCl–H2O system. The
diameters of K+, Na+, and Cl− are 0.324, 0.376, and 0.4 nm, respectively,
and bulk concentration ratio between two cations is fixed at 1:1. The mean-
ings of the symbols and lines are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 12. Preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b� anion as
functions of the anion concentration for the CaCl2–MgCl2–H2O system.
The diameters of Ca2+, Mg2+, and Cl− are 0.52, 0.6, and 0.4 nm, respec-
tively, and the bulk concentration ratio between two cations is fixed at 1:1.
The meanings of the symbols and lines are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 10. Equivalent preferential interaction coefficients of �a� cation and �b�
anion as functions of the equivalent fraction of monovalent cation for the
NaCl–CaCl2–H2O system. The diameters of Ca2+, Na+, and Cl− are 0.52,
0.376, and 0.4 nm, respectively and the total concentration of anions is fixed
at 0.3 mol/ l. The meanings of the symbols and lines are the same as in
Fig. 3.
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present DFT, the modified fundamental measure theory pro-
posed by Yu et al.28,30 is used to evaluate the hard-sphere
contribution to the free energy functional, and the electrical
interaction is obtained through a quadratic Taylor expansion
around a corresponding uniform fluid. In the MC simula-
tions, an iterative self-consistent method13,39 is proposed to
correct the long-range Coulombic energy.

The preferential interaction coefficient of each cation is
used to measure the competitive ability of this cation around
DNA in single and mixed electrolyte solutions. The effects of
ion size and bulk concentration on preferential interaction
coefficients are investigated extensively. The cation diameter
is proved to be a significant parameter in competitive ability.
The smaller cation has stronger competitive ability than the
larger one in the system of interest. It is also found that anion
diameter has a negligible effect on preferential interaction
coefficient of either cation or anion. The bulk concentration
ratio also makes strong impact on competitive ability of cat-
ions. The concentrated cation always has superiority in com-
petition to the relative dilute one. To integrate the effect of
both ion size and bulk concentration ratio, the bulk concen-
tration ratio at the crossover point where the preferential in-
teraction coefficients of two competitive cations are equal
can be used to characterize the relative competitive ability of
certain cation species. It is a relative stable point with respect
to the change of total cation concentration. It is also found
that the preferential interaction coefficient of all ions de-
creases as the total cation concentration is increased.

The calculations involved in this work suggest that the
results from the DFT generally are better than those from the
PB equation when compared to the corresponding MC re-
sults. The present DFT evaluates the hard-sphere contribu-
tion to Helmholtz free energy accurately due to the good
performance of the MFMT, and the evaluation of electro-
static interaction is simply implemented by quadratic Taylor
expansion with respect to a uniform fluid. Therefore, the
present DFT is applicable to the system where the hard-
sphere contribution takes more proportion in Helmholtz free
energy, such as monovalent cation solution, or large divalent
cation solution. Fortunately, the DFT has good performance
for all cations in the real systems studied in this work since
the real divalent cations like Mg2+ and Ca2+ have an enough
large diameter.
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